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Hello, B ShifterS. In this issue of our publication, we 
share some information regarding where Blue Card 
fits into the whole NIMS deal. There is a bit of con-

fusion about whether adopting the Blue Card Hazard-Zone 
Management System conflicts with NIMS protocol. The word 
“compliance” is tossed around quite a bit. Based on my 
(decades) of experience, I believe Blue Card complements 
and supports NIMS, while also offering fire departments a 
sound, tested and proven way to manage the local hazard 
zones they deal with on a routine basis. 

In Blue Card on the Bayou, Chief of Operations Boyd 
Westbrook with the St. George Fire Department in East 
Baton Rouge explains how his department used Blue Card to 
bolster its command skills for Type 4 and 5 events. A relatively 
young department, St. George realized that the bulk of its 
(NIMS-based) command training didn’t translate to the calls 
they run every day. 

In the Blue Card-NIMS Interface, my son Nick further explains how and 
where NIMS and Blue Card work best. As he puts it, NIMS is all about the for-
est, and Blue Card is all about the trees. These two systems can and should 
coexist. They actually work well together when you understand their roles.

We are public servants working in public safety, and most of our work is 
done in the public eye. If we behave in a way that can be misconstrued as 
flippant or disrespectful, it’s all too easy for someone to capture that moment 
on film and upload it for the world to see.  In See, Snap, Share, our company 
officer columnist Dave Haag offers some great tips for staying off of other 
people’s social media pages. 

In Deviant Behavior, our safety columnist Daniel Dawe explains the dan-
gers of taking shortcuts—especially when these shortcuts become the norm. 
Doing something seemingly harmless the wrong way can build bad habits that 
have pretty dire consequences.

I hope you enjoy this issue of our humble tome. I also hope to see you at 
our upcoming conference in June. Until next time, Be Safe! 

“Complementary” 
Trumps “Compliance”
The Blue Card system complements NIMS when the 
big one hits & ensures safer, smarter daily operations.   
BY ALAN V. BRUNACINI

http://www.bshifter.com/conference.aspx


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

June 9 – 10, 2016 
Arizona Grand Resort - Phoenix, AZ 

The Brunacini’s have joined up with the leading fire 
service and law enforcement instructors to host their 

7th Annual Hazard Zone Management Conference 
Please Join Us!! 

Other leading fire service presenters at this year’s conference: 
 Don Abbott – National Mayday Study Presentation 
 Josh Blum – Blue Card Haz Mat Command 
 Alan Brunacini – Blue Card No Brainer Management 
 John Brunacini – Blue Card Program Overview 
 Nick Brunacini – Hazard Zone Tactical Priority Management 
 Tim Dietz – FF Mental Health & Wellness 
 Gordon Graham – Risk Management 
 Dan Madrzykowski – Latest NIST/UL Fire Research 
  Each registration receives a FREE Blue Card Subscription! $385.00 Value 

To register, go to:  www.bshifter.com  

$399.00 – Blue Card Instructor 
$499.00 – General Admission 
 

7th Annual Brunacini 
Hazard Zone Management Conference 

7th Annual Brunacini 
Hazard Zone Management Conference 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gary McGuire - Det. MCSO – SWAT (Ret.)       Glen Powe – Sgt. MCSO - SWAT 

Most Fire Dept.’s are not familiar with the Law Enforcement tactics that are deployed on violent incidents where deadly force is 
used. Det. McGuire and Sgt. Powe will overview both patrol officer and SWAT team size-ups and the tactics used for active 

and barricaded shooters. Det. McGuire will also present on the best practice civilian survival skill sets when an active shooter is 
present: “Run, Hide, Fight”. Sgt. Powe will present on actual incidents where he will discuss SWAT team tactical deployments. 

Both presentations will focus on the safest and most effective methods for Police and Fire to interact on violent incidents. 
 
 

8000 S. Arizona Grand Parkway 
Phx, Arizona 85044 

This year’s conference will feature presentations on: 
Responding to Violent Incidents 

 
 

Active Shooter 
 
 

Barricaded Shooter 
 
 

Blue Card Haz Mat Command will be introduced at this year’s conference! 
May Qualify for LEPC Haz Mat Funding 

 
 

http://www.bshifter.com/conference.aspx
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Social evolution is the result of refining and improving the systems we 
use to connect as human beings. A fire department serves as an excel-
lent laboratory to study this in action. Fifteen years ago, I was a battal-

ion chief assigned to the third battalion on the west side of Phoenix, Ariz. It 
was one of the best experiences of my professional life. However, during that 
time, my department suffered the only firefighting LODD to happen during 
the course of my career. It occurred in 2001 at the Southwest Supermarket 
Fire, which remains well known for a variety of reasons, the primary one being 
it happened to a department regarded by many as a pioneer in the arena of 
firefighter safety.

Without Leadership, One LODD Can Level a Department
Burying one of your own is the greatest reminder of our own mortality. As this 
election cycle has vividly shown, when your mortality—physical or political—is 
in jeopardy, it will affect your morality. A firefighter LODD is the most reprehen-
sible thing that can happen to a fire department; it can destroy an organiza-
tion. How a fire department moves forward afterward affects the department’s 
future for the many generations. Ultimately, leadership determines the final 
outcome. Good leadership produces positive results, while bad leadership 
paves the way for negative, toxic changes within the system, the group and all 
the divergent snowflake individuals that make up the masses. Choosing the 
right leader to manage our systems makes all the difference. 

One of the smartest leadership decisions I witnessed during my career was 
making every member of our fire department tour the Southwest Supermarket 
incident scene during the three days immediately following Brett Tarver’s LODD. 
The fire occurred on a C-shift. The next day, A-shift was on duty. The majority 
of A-shifters did not believe the tragedy that had befallen C-shift could happen 
to them. Walking through the burned-out remains of the building personalized 
the event. The impact was so profound that it unified our department in the 
notion that this LODD happened to all of us—not just the C-shift. (Remember 
the last time our Congress was united? It was on the steps of the U.S. Capitol 
Building on 9/11 when they all came together to sing God Bless America. That 
day’s events produced this century’s most glaring and lasting example of leader-
ship.) This eliminated the individual differences we hide behind or use to blame 
others. It also aimed our efforts toward fixing holes in the system we used to 
manage ourselves at the scene of burning buildings.

The department’s recovery process took years, and its intent was to 
improve the way we delivered service while simultaneously enhancing fire-
fighter safety. The process included redesigning our personal protective gear, 
the standard company work cycle, the deployment model and our general 

Strong Leaders  
Foster Resilience   
Choosing the right boss to manage our systems will 
make all the difference when bad things happen.
BY NICK BRUNACINI

Continued on pg. 9
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approach to managing structural firefighting operations. We also revised 
our SOPs and the way we train. We fast-tracked our Command Training  
Center—the first fire-department training hub designed around multi-posi-
tioned structural firefighting simulations. This expanded our focus from a sta-
tionary incident commander’s single view to include the officers managing an 
incident’s various attack positions. The CTC provided a working laboratory 
that allowed us to conduct forensic examinations of what we do at structure 
fires. Taken to its logical end, these analyses forced participants to consider 
every action they take at the scene of burning buildings and prompted them 
to answer the question, “Why are we doing this?”

One of the first changes we made following the Southwest Supermarket 
Fire was to restructure how we managed the organization. Since the early 1980s, 
my department had been using a district-commander system to keep up with 
our rapidly growing department’s training and management requirements. 
Deputy chiefs working a 40-hour week managed the Operations Division. This 
placed staff deputy chiefs in charge of battalion chiefs (BCs) who worked a shift 
schedule. For years, nothing on the surface indicated there would be any major 
problems associated with managing a large fire department this way.

The Southwest Supermarket Fire caused our hazard zone management 
systems to melt down. There were more than 36 additional emergency-traffic 
transmissions that transpired during our efforts to rescue Tarver; the strategic 
level had completely lost control of the task level. The command team did not 
regain strategic-level control until several safety officers and chief officers on 
their way home from work responded to the scene and inserted themselves 
as tactical-level bosses.

Tarver’s LODD made it obvious that managing an IDLH incident required 
aligning the incident command system with our strategic and tactical approach, 
as well as firefighter safety. In the past, we viewed these as separate systems. 
They are not. They must all connect to become a singular hazard-zone-manage-
ment system. The beauty of an effective system is it connects many individuals 
into a single team and removes a lot of mystery. The old district-commander 
(staff deputy) system had proven ineffective because it did not provide BCs 
(shift workers) with operational direction. Back then, when my district chief had 
a strategy and tactics question, he defaulted to whatever BC was on duty for 
the answer. The BC’s main responsibility was incident management, while our 
deputy-chief bosses had the answers to everything else. This was clearly evi-
denced when I conducted my first CTC training session following Tarver’s death: 

An image of a simulated fire in a strip mall was being projected on the 
screen. I asked Captain Dave, an experienced company officer, for his incident 
action plan (IAP). He replied, “My size up is an offensive fire in the center 
occupancy of a medium-sized strip mall. I need to know in what part of town 
the fire is occurring before I assign any companies.” Assuming he needed 
this information to determine how long it would take the necessary resources 
to respond to the scene, I replied, “It’s in your station’s first-due area.” He 
shot back, “Okay, what shift?” This threw me for a loop, as my department’s 
deployment capability didn’t change based on what shift was on duty. During 
the ensuing pregnant pause, my eyes drifted to the small herd of BCs sitting 
in the back of the room. The company officer moved his head to follow my 
gaze. When he turned back around he was smiling as he had read my mind. 

As I mentioned previously, the system in place at the time of the South-
west Supermarket fire had eight battalions. Each battalion was staffed with 
three BCs, who reported to a staff deputy. Building a system where each of 

Building a system where each of these BCs became the definitive tactical  
authority for their battalion & shift turned them into tactical warlords.
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these BCs became the definitive tactical authority for their battalion and shift 
turned them into tactical warlords. Captain Dave was spot on: An IAP was 
generally dictated by the whims and superstitions of the first-arriving BC. The 
CTC’s mission following the Tarver LODD quickly included standardizing fire-
fighting operations across all the battalions and shifts. This became a consen-
sus process. Rank took a backseat to best practices. Realistic training provides 
a “put up or shut up” format. If someone has a better idea, we can incorporate 
it into simulated scenarios and other training venues to refine and improve. 
Our focus was on fixing the system. Rank was used to maintain order and 
social harmony. Simulations became part of a curriculum that:

1.    defined the operational system and
2.    defined the routines for serving as a strategic-, tactical- or task-level 

boss within that system
    Simulation training can be very high stress because you’re performing 

in front of your peers. Because priority was given to fixing the system, all of the 
participants were quickly drawn in as the process was non-threatening to them 
personally. When we pre-load the simulation with a discussion that includes 
the best possible practices and solutions for the simulated hazards we must 
manage, it sets us up for success. It also provides a path to refine and improve 
our system and corresponding SOPs. 

Following Tarver’s LODD, we could have spent our time blaming, fighting 
and demanding subservience and accountability. Instead, we agreed to 
fix a system that had just killed one of us. All of us became better individ-

ually when we operated within the system. Effective leadership kept the focus 
on service delivery. Attendance for command training during a five-year period 
averaged 85 percent. This was unparalleled for any non-mandatory training in 
the history of our department. During this time, we improved the system and 
the capabilities of all the officers who operate within that system. This included 
cutting the time to clear a firefighter mayday by half, reducing the occurrence of 
maydays and reducing the number and severity of fireground injuries.   

This process had its fair share of detractors. All forward motion must over-
come resistance. Three to four years into the program, some folks were ready 
to return to business (and politics) as usual. The Ladder Committee crusaded 
to get back on lightweight tile roofs. The Union started barking about too 
much training and too many calls. The Personnel Division lobbied to get the 
first hour of each command-training session, lobbying for uniform-, groom-
ing-, tattoo- and leave-policy updates. A small cabal of disenfranchised chiefs 
naysayed the changes and the new methods. These players are present in 
every organization. A strong system minimized their noise. I remember hav-
ing a conversation with a group of co-workers toward the end of this era. To a 
person, it felt like 90 percent of the department had pulled something over on 
the chronically pissed off 10-percenters. The unifying force was the desire to 
deliver the best service we could without maiming or killing ourselves. That’s 
the greatest tribute we can pay to our dead.   

Nick Brunacini joined the Phoenix Fire Department 
(PFD) in 1980. He served seven years as a firefighter on 
different engine companies before promoting to cap-
tain and working nine years on a ladder company. Nick 
served as a battalion chief for five years and in 2001, 
he was promoted to shift commander. He then spent 

the next five years developing and teaching the Blue Card curriculum at the 
PFD’s Command Training Center. His last assignment with the PFD was South 
Shift commander; he retired from the department in 2009. Nick is the author 
of “B-Shifter—A Firefighter’s Memoir.”  He also co-wrote “Command Safety.”
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Every four years, I consider running 
for president. I meet all the qualifi-
cations: I was expelled from a quali-

fying birth canal, I’ve lived in the United 
States for more than 14 years, and I did not 
die before reaching the age of 35. There 
were more requirements for my job as a 
busboy, and certainly more for my job as 
a firefighter. While I only had to be 21, I 
also had to have a clean criminal record, 
30 hours of college and a CPR card. You 
can obtain a CPR card in a couple of days 
at your nearby Red Cross. I don’t think it’s 
too much to require the president to have 
one. It would take a literal act of Congress 
to do this, however. The phrase “act of 
Congress” is meant to imply something is 
difficult, as if Congress did not often act. 
Contrary to the “do-nothing Congress” 
hype in the media, I think the real challenge is getting them not to act. Every 
year, Congress acts enough to add billions to the national debt and thousands 
of pages to the ever-growing number of rules we must follow. I could compile 
all the rules and regs for my fire department and read them in a matter of days. 
On the other hand, the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) was 175,496 pages 
long at the end of 2013. Supposedly, we have a do-nothing, obstructionist 
Congress, yet the CFR went up 17,000 pages during the past eight years. For 
perspective, the CFR was a little more than 22,000 pages in 1968.

 But you need these rules when you make outlandish promises, and the 
candidate’s outlandish promises are what inspire me to run. I would take joy in 
telling people that no, I could not keep foreigners from working without per-
mission, nor could I keep people from getting married when they wanted to. 
I could not prevent other countries from entering modernity with their power 
supplies or weapons, and no, I could not use million-dollar bombs to trans-
form tribal societies into democracies. 

As a firefighter, I’m used to making very modest claims. Look: Everything 
around us is in decay. The universe is continually proceeding from a state of 
higher order to one of lower order. It is inevitable that one day the entire uni-
verse will be nothing but a sea of weakly interacting particles called photons. 
Nothing will happen, forever and ever. Except there won’t be a forever and 
ever, because time is, in fact, this decay I’ve just described. When we show 
up to a fire, we are showing up to a scene where this disorder has been accel-
erated. All we do is return it to its normal speed. Looking at it this way, our 

Venimus, Vicimus, 
¡Vamanos!
Our government should take a hint from the fire service: 
Make & keep simple promises & then get out of the way.
BY JOHNNY PETERS

Lincoln. Washington. Jefferson. Peters. 
All great men with great political minds.
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actions are quite modest. “The Fire Department: Returning your world to its 
normal rate of decay,” would be an accurate, if not uplifting, motto.

There is some form of fire department everywhere you go. Whether 
it’s volunteer, professional, or improvised, which is the term I use for fire 
departments that form the moment there is a fire. I watched a video recently 
wherein several men emptied what seemed like dozens of dry-chem extin-
guishers into a house fire. They did this while perched on a metal roof. They 
were obviously members of an improvised fire department. I say this because 
any fire department formed more than one month prior to a fire would have 
department T-shirts and baseball hats.

Likewise, everywhere you go has a government. There might be volunteer 
governments, but they are increasingly rare. There are volunteers who serve 
the government, which I think is as crazy as volunteering to work for the Super 
Bowl. This is a real thing. You get a uniform. You are not, as the FAQ puts it, 
“needed” in the stadium on game day, and there are no free tickets. I find 
it difficult to believe that people volunteer for the NFL, which is a massive, 
highly profitable corporation. True, not as profitable as the massive corpora-
tion known as government, but it makes a tidy sum.

That’s all government is: a business. Its job is to decide what’s best for 
people, and then make them (and subsequent generations) pay for it. Profes-
sional fire departments are one of those things, so maybe in ridiculing the 
government, I’m being a little bit of a hypocrite. Which, of course, makes me 
even more qualified to run for the presidency. As an example, I cite the com-
mon usage of “isolationist,” which is applied to any candidate who believes 
U.S. foreign policy shouldn’t involve things like foreign military bases, inter-
ventionist war, currency manipulation and so on. In other words, an isolationist 
is someone who believes we should treat other countries the way we want 
other countries to treat us. 

My department has what I think is an acceptable foreign policy. This comes 
in two forms: equipment aid and training. The former involves sending retired 
tools, appliances or technology directly to fire departments that can make use 
of them. Foreign aid from the U.S. government, by contrast, doesn’t go to the 
people who need it, but to the people running the country. These people then 
dole it out to their friends or sell it to the people in need. The training portion 
of our foreign policy is done at our facility in Houston, or in the foreign country 
itself. When the training is done, Houston Fire Department members leave. 
We do not establish bases or intelligence operations. We come in, we do what 
we were asked to do, and we go home.

That short sentence describes the work ethic of the fire service. We show 
up when called, we alleviate whatever emergency you had, and we return to 
quarters. We don’t set up committees, bureaus or regulatory bodies. There 
are no audits to endure. Venimus, Vidimus, Vicimus, Vamanos.” 

If I were to throw my hat in the presidential ring, I would be labeled a 
crank—this in spite of the relatively egalitarian requirements for the presi-
dency. I don’t think this attitude toward fringe candidates really arose from 
the people. I think it comes from those in power who are afraid of fringe can-
didates, even though these candidates have no chance in hell of winning. 
This is because the unspoken requirement to become president is that you 
must have been in politics long enough to owe too many favors to too many 
people to really make a substantial change. The political class is not made up 

When the training is done, Houston Fire Department members leave. We do not 
establish bases or intelligence operations. We come in, we do what we were 
asked to do & we go home.
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of common people, except in the least of offices. By the time you’ve ascended 
the ladder to higher offices, you are no longer common. More than half of 
our congresspersons are millionaires. Politicians are paid tens of thousands 
of dollars to give speeches. I’ve heard their speeches for free on TV and felt 
ripped off. There’s something deranged about our respect for politicians, who 
promise so much but deliver so little. At least to the people. If you’re a banker, 
you can count on insulation from responsibility normally reserved for the chil-
dren of billionaires. 

Firefighters enjoy no shortage of respect from the people, yet I’ve pointed 
out how humble are our promises. We cannot reverse the damage done. We 
cannot, in most cases, even repair it. That falls to other heroes, common folk 
such as carpenters, plumbers and roofers, who make modest promises, as 
well. Firefighters are not pulled from the alleged elite of society. Most of us 
view even the modest college requirements with skepticism. We are all of us 
ordinary, and I think that’s why we actually deliver on our promises.    

Johnny Peters has been with the Houston Fire Department 
since last century. In this time, he has successfully gamed the 
system and promoted to senior captain, forever freeing him-
self of the burden of fire hose by hiding himself in a truck com-
pany. He is now able to indulge his intense hatred of locks 
and doors through violence disguised as technique. His locker 
hiding powers remain intact.
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Welcome to the third installment of the Firefighter Mayday Project. 
To view the first two articles in this series, click here and here. 
The information presented in this article was voluntarily supplied 

in the form of written reports, incident-history transcripts, actual radio com-
munications and firsthand accounts from the firefighters who experienced 
the maydays, the crews who worked the maydays and the incidents’ ICs. This 
issue’s report includes 913 firefighter maydays experienced by 902 differ-
ent fire departments from 47 states. The information was collected between 
November 2014 and January 2016. Some figures in some categories have 
been rounded up or down.

Total Number of Maydays
913 maydays experienced by 902 departments.  

Department Profiles
Size of Departments
1–100:  353
101–500: 400
501–1,500: 119
1,500–3,000+:  30

Shift Schedule When Maydays Occurred
24/48: 47 percent—411 maydays
48/96: 33  percent—297 maydays
Other schedules: 12 percent—109 maydays
On overtime: 11 percent—96 maydays.
88 percent of fire departments work a 24/48 shift schedule.
11 percent of fire departments work a 48/96 shift schedule.
1 percent of fire departments work an alternate shift schedule.

Mayday Firefighter Personal Stats
Ages of Mayday Firefighters  Years of Service
18 – 22: 187 (20 percent)   1–5: 149 (16 percent)
22 – 32: 242 (27 percent)   6–10: 203 (22 percent)
33 – 42: 246 (27 percent)   11–15: 195 (21 percent)
43 – 52: 194 (21 percent)   16–20: 157 (17 percent)
53 – 62: 33 (4 percent)   21–25: 116 (13 percent)  
63+: 11 (1 percent)   26+: 93 (10 percent)
All figures in all categories have been rounded up or down. Years of Service 
includes EMS.

Hold the Line
This issue’s data shows mayday firefighters frequently 
become lost/separated from their hoselines.    
BY DON ABBOTT



Mayday Incident Details
Time Maydays Occurred
0600–0900: 57 (6 percent)  1801–2100: 117 (13 percent)
0901–1200: 45 (5 percent)  2101–2400: 195 (21 percent)
1201–1500: 25 (3 percent)  0001–0300: 235 (26 percent)
1501–1800: 37 (4 percent)  0301–0600: 203 (22 percent)
749 maydays (82 percent) occurred during evening hours. 

Location/Nature of Maydays
Fall/Trapped in Basement 165 (18 percent)
Of that 165:

Floor above fire into basement  87 (53 percent)
Basement stairway collapse 44 (27 percent)
Under floor/ceiling collapse 34 (20 percent)
A 360 was completed less than 23 percent of the time. When the initial IC did 
complete a 360, it caused them to change their original strategy (from offensive 
to defensive) 27 percent of the time. 
The basement was visible on the 360 in 112 of the  
165 cases (70 percent)
More than 90 percent of the time the mayday occurred to one of 
the first three companies to arrive to the scene.

Fall through Roof  176 (19 percent)
Air Problem   122 (14 percent)
Trapped/Entangled  128 (14 percent)
Lost, Separated from Line 214 (23 percent)
No Communications  48 (5 percent)
Medical    39 (4 percent)
Other (violence related)  21 (2 percent) 
Operating above the fire accounted for more  
than one third of maydays. 

Lost, Separated from Hoseline Accounted for 214 of the
Maydays (23 percent). Of that 214: 

Search & Rescue, No Line 103 (48 percent)
Left the line   111 (52 percent)

Search and rescue performed without an attack line.
Of the 214 lost/separated from their hoseline, 51 (53 percent) were lost 
on a line measuring 250’–300’.

Occupancy Types Where Maydays Occurred
Residential 416 (46 percent)
Apartment 213 (23 percent)
Commercial 284 (31 percent)
347 maydays (38 percent) occurred in abandoned or vacant 
structures. Hoarder houses accounted for 77 of the may-
days in the residential category.

Injuries from Maydays
On-scene treatment    230 (25 percent)
Minor with ER visit    293 (32 percent)
Serious—Hospitalization of 48 hours+  208 (23 percent)
Critical—Hospitalization w/ permanent disability 182 (20 percent)
Mayday firefighters report rough handling by the rescuers 58 percent  
of the time. Only 25 percent of mayday firefighters report being properly pack-
aged before being removed.
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Crews Rescuing the Mayday Firefighter
Self Rescue 208 (23 percent)
Mayday Crew 231 (25 percent)
Working Crew 316 (31 percent)
RIC/RIT  93 (10 percent)
Other   65 (7 percent)
Crews assigned and working prior to the mayday performed the rescue 90 
percent of the time.

Personal Interviews
This section includes information from the questionnaire’s personal inter-
views. A total of 641 mayday firefighters completed the survey as of this 
reporting, as well as 377 incident commanders and 297 officers who had a  
primary role in the physical mayday rescue operation. Not all respondents 
answered all questions. 

Mayday Firefighters Q & A (641 Interviews)
1) Did you wear your seatbelt en route?
 Yes—365 (57 percent)  No—276 (43 percent)

2) Was there any sign of a confirmed rescue on your arrival?
 Yes—45 (7 percent)  No—596 (93 percent)

3) Was a water supply established prior to making entry? 
 Yes—424 (66 percent) No—217 (34 percent)

4) Did your officer stay outside to perform as the IC?
  Yes—455 (71 percent) No—186 (29 percent)  

5) Was a 360 conducted prior to your making entry?
 Yes—173 (27 percent) No—468 (73 percent)

6) Was any fire visible from the exterior knocked down prior  
to making entry?
 Yes—38 (6 percent) No—603 (94 percent) 

7) Did you know the location of the fire prior to making entry?
 Yes—301 (47 percent) No—340 (53 percent)  

8) How often do you leave the line by 10 feet or more in near-zero visibility?
 Most of the time— 558 (87 percent)

9) Was the fire over your head?
 Yes—378 (59 percent) No—263 (41 percent) 

10) Was water applied prior to the mayday? 
 Yes—423 (66 percent) No—218 (34 percent)  

11) Was ventilation performed prior to the mayday?
 Yes— 429 (67 percent) No— 212 (33 percent) 
 
12) If yes, was it vertical or horizontal?
 Vertical—240 (56 percent) Horizontal—145 (34 percent)    
Don’t know—44 (10 percent)

13) Did you consider calling the mayday before you did?
 Yes —186 (29 percent) No—455 (71 percent)
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Mayday Firefighters General Observations
• After declaring the mayday, 391 of the mayday firefighters  

(61 percent) could not get radio airtime because too many people 
were talking. 

• 519 of the mayday firefighters (81 percent) had confidence in their 
company officer.

• 430 of the mayday firefighters (67 percent) had confidence in the IC. 
• 224 of the mayday firefighters (35 percent) had confidence 

in the rapid intervention crew/team.  
• 282 of the mayday firefighters (44 percent) report receiving no 

instructions. 

Mayday Firefighters Quotes/Comments
• “There was too much yelling and screaming on the radio.”
• “Could not put into order some of the things I had been taught  

or practiced.”
• “When calling a mayday, do NOT give up the radio until you  

complete the full PCAN report.” 
• “Never enter a hoarder’s house.” 
• “NEVER leave the hoseline.”
• “I received my fire department’s ‘Firefighter of the Year’ 

award for having a mayday. How does that make sense?” 

Incident Commander General Observations (377 ICs responding)
• The average on-scene time for the BC was 11 minutes. 
• The BC had a partner/FIT in 136 instances (36 percent). For the other 

241 incidents, (64 percent) they responded solo. 
• Command was transferred once at 121 incidents (32 percent), twice at 

222 incidents (59 percent) and three times at 34 incidents (9 percent). 
• This was the first mayday for 369 of the ICs (98 percent.)128 of them 

(34 percent) believed they should have changed to the defensive 
strategy earlier (prior to the mayday being declared). 

• Only 155 of the ICs ( 41 percent) were able to track personnel with a 
tactical worksheet. 

• 80 of the ICs (21 percent) predicted major problems with the opera-
tion prior to the mayday.

• 215 of the fire departments (57 percent) switch radio channels after 
declaring a mayday.

• After the mayday was declared, the IC assigned the mayday to 
another officer 98 times (26 percent). In 124 instances (33 percent), 
the IC kept the mayday and passed the fire. In 155 instances, (41 
percent), the ICs kept both operations. 

• 109 of the ICs (29 percent) reported too much radio traffic during 
the operation. 

• 132 of the fire departments (35 percent) conducted a critique of the 
incident and shared it with the department. 

• 83 of fire departments (22 percent) made changes to their SOPs as a 
result of the incident. 

Incident Commander Comments
• “Manage work cycles.”
• “Forecast the structure, fire behavior and the resources  

you have to work with.”
• “Expect mutinies, react to them, control them.”
• “Think before you speak on the radio; it’s impossible to take it back.” 
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• “Had a very difficult time moving from rescue to recovery. Crews and 
other officers didn’t help.”

• “The simple truth is nothing in the collective set of experiences in 
commanding fires translates into commanding a mayday event.”

• “Its okay to have lots of firefighters on deck, in reserve or 
staged. They can bitch all they want. When I need them, they’re 
here. I only hope they are mentally ready.”

Rescue Team/Tactical Boss Overview (297 Officers Responding)
• This was the first mayday for 296 of the rescue bosses 

 (99.5 percent). 
• 199 of the crews (67 percent) knew the mayday firefighter’s loca-

tion prior to making entry.
• 56 of the crews (19 percent) had difficulty locating the mayday 

firefighter.
• 33 of the mayday operations (11 percent) included the mayday 

firefighter being entangled.
• 56 of the mayday operations (19 percent) required packaging the 

mayday firefighter. 
• Departments reported an average of 19 minutes to resolve the mayday.

Rescue Team/Tactical Boss Comments Pertaining to the Actual Rescue
• Don’t expect much help from the victim.
• Have a backup plan.
• Know your needs before committing to the interior. Rescue crews 

were too quick to make entry and did not bring in the needed tools 
and other equipment. 

• We took too many shortcuts and cut corners with no regard for our 
own safety. 

• We need to conduct more realistic training.
• Interior crews made the rescue ahead of the RIT.
• “Smoke detectors made it difficult to locate down firefighter.”
• “Too much unnecessary radio traffic.”
• “Have a plan before you enter.”
• “Had trouble multi-tasking.”
• “Know the physical condition of your crew and experience.” 
• “We had no regard for our own safety.”  
• “Be aware of the changing environment and be strong enough to 

stop the rescue operation and evacuate everyone and move into a 
recovery mode when indicated.” 

Our fourth installment will appear in Volume 6, Issue 2. If you have any 
questions regarding the Mayday Project, please contact Don Abbott at  
donaldeabbott@yahoo.com.    

Donald Abbott retired from the fire service after spending 20 
years working in the Indianapolis area. He then spent 10 years 
traveling the country presenting an interactive fire-service train-
ing diorama called Abbottville. Don spent eight years helping 
develop the Phoenix Fire Department’s Command Training 
Center. Currently, Don is president of CERT (Command Emer-
gency Response Training) and is working on a mayday data-

collection project called the Mayday Project. In 2002, he received the ISFSI’s 
Innovator of the Year award, and in 2006, he was named Fire Engineering’s 
Instructor of the Year award. In 2014, the IAFC’s Hazardous Materials Commit-
tee gave Don the John Eversole Lifetime Achievement Award.
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Stairs often provide our access to a fire 
and, if necessary, our escape. We must 
understand their construction, because if 

things go wrong, you might be running, jump-
ing or tumbling down those stairs to get out of 
harm’s way. There are three main types of stair 
design: open, enclosed and smokeproof.

Open Stairs
Open stairs are the most dangerous type, and 
we commonly see them in private residences, 
where we conduct most of our firefighting 
operations. Flame, heat and smoke can move 
freely up an open staircase behind firefighters 
who are ascending to search second-floor bed-
rooms. Any fire—from the cellar to the first floor 
and in any room—will flow up an open stairway. 
Convection currents push the heat to the top of 
the stairs, especially if windows have been vented; climbing these stairways can 
be a lot like climbing inside a chimney flue.

Staircases in private dwellings can have ladder-type steps without risers. 
In some cases, the staircases have soffit-only steps with treads and railings 
built entirely of wood, which can be coated with flammable varnish or paint. 
Tip: Experienced firefighters use alternate tactics, such as ladders or fire-
escape balconies, to rescue trapped people in these situations. Even if these 
veteran firefighters do use the open stairway, they place ladders at windows 
for emergency egress should fire impede their exit.

Enclosed Stairs
Enclosed stairways are required by code in commercial, public and multiple-
unit dwellings. These stairs offer more protection than open ones as long as 
apartment doors remain closed. If the door to a fire apartment is open, flame 
and smoke can quickly spread into an enclosed staircase and trap firefighters 
above. Tip: Perform a size-up of the fire floor before any firefighters climb a 
stair to higher floors. Never search above a fire when enclosed stairs are pres-
ent unless a fire company is extinguishing the fire in the apartment. This does 
not mean operating a hoseline in the hallway; it means advancing into the 
apartment and knocking down the fire without issue. If firefighters are holding 
a defensive position at the door and not advancing on the fire, or if there is no 
hoseline at all, firefighters must close the door to the fire apartment before any-
one searches above. Assign someone to ensure the door stays closed until the 
search above is complete and firefighters have descended safely. 

Tread Carefully
Better watch your step. Stairways of all kinds 
present numerous safety hazards. 
BY VINCENT DUNN

Open stairs are often seen in residential 
buildings. They allow smoke and fire to 
move freely up the stairs. 
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Smokeproof Stairs
A smokeproof stair (aka fire tower) is the safest stairway to climb during a fire. 
These enclosed stairs have a self-closing door that opens to an intermedi-
ate vestibule between the stair enclosure and an occupancy that sits beyond 
another self-closing door. This vestibule helps prevent smoke and heat from 
entering the stairway. Smokeproof stairs are fairly common in commercial build-
ings, and few firefighters haven’t seen or used them. The vestibule will have a 
standpipe outlet and a vent. These allow firefighters to connect a hoseline and 
to open the door to the occupancy without allowing smoke to enter the stair-
way. When the door from the vestibule to the stairs is closed, firefighters can 
ascend above the fire. Again, always position 
a firefighter at the fire floor to ensure this door 
remains closed until firefighters return safely.   

Stair Construction
In addition to recognizing different stair 
designs, firefighters should be able to rec-
ognize the three types of stair construction: 
L-shaped, U-return and straight. 

L-Shaped Stairs—These stairs have two 
sections that change direction at a 90-degree 
angle. One section is longer than the other. 
Most often made of wood, we frequently see 
these open stairways in private dwellings. 

U-Return Stairs—The second most com-
mon type of stairway, U-return stairs are preva-
lent in commercial, public and multiple-unit 
structures. They have an intermediate landing 
in the middle of the stairway that breaks up the 
climb before reversing direction. A size-up of U-return stairs will reveal there is 
no soffit, so responders can easily examine the stair’s underside. These stairs 
usually have steel frames, risers, handrails and carriage/stringer beams. How-
ever, the treads and platform are commonly constructed from stone or marble 
and are prone to collapse if the underside endures intense heat or flame. They 
can also collapse under the weight of firefighters with heavy tools. The steps 
most prone to instability are those with exposed stone undersides supported 
by only a 1- or 2-inch angle-iron edge. The most stable steps are those that 
are fully covered and supported with a steel support pan. Tread and platform 
collapse will not occur if fully supported by a steel underside. 

Straight-Run Stairs—The most common type of stair construction, straight-
run stairs are found in all types of buildings, Types I-V. Straight-run stairs have 
steps that rise in an uninterrupted 45- or 60-degree angle between two floors, 
and they are often stacked directly over one another. A person walks up one 
flight of steps to the floor above, then reverses direction, walks along a hallway 
to the foot of the next flight of stairs, and starts up the next flight of stairs. 
Straight-run stairs might have a fire-retarded soffit on the underside, a metal 
stringer on the outside carriage beam, and a metal handrail. However, the 
interior framework—carriage beams, risers and stair railings—are most often 
made of wood. Even though the stair’s exterior is noncombustible, the hollow 
interior isn’t. Fire can sometimes spread here. Flammable liquids spilled down 
a stair can seep inside and attack the wood carriage-beam supports.

There is another type of straight-run stairs called a continuous straight 
run. Flights of continuous straight-run stairs are not stacked over each other; 
the stair rises in one continuous 30- to 45-degree run from bottom to top. At 

U-return stairs usually have no soffit, 
so firefighters can easily examine their 
underside.
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each floor level, there is an intermediate landing with an entry door to a com-
mercial occupancy located to the side. This type of stairway is found in old, 
inner-city Type IV manufacturing buildings. Tip: When climbing these stairs 
and performing a size-up, consider them enclosed stairways. Don’t go above 
the fire floor to search unless the door to the fire area is closed and you have 
a firefighter positioned to make sure the door remains closed.

Stair Parts
Carriage Beams
Carriage beams will not be visible in L-shape or straight-run stairs, which are 
usually covered by a wire lath-and-plaster soffit. However, if you are climbing 
the stairs in a Type III, IV or V building, you can be sure there are wood carriage 
beams behind the soffit. Two or three wood timbers with cut-outs spaced for 
risers and treads will be supporting the straight-run stair section. The outer car-
riage beams, sometimes called stringer boards, are large wooden timbers with 
90-degree cutouts that shape the steps. If these beams are destroyed by fire or 
dry rot over the years, the entire stair section can collapse. When a stair section 
collapses on the one below it, the impact can cause the lower section to col-
lapse as well, triggering a progressive collapse of the entire stairway down to 
the ground floor. Investigations show us carriage beams do not break. Instead, 
the connections fail where they are attached to the floors. If you see that fire has 
burned through the floor near the top or bottom of a stairway, collapse might 
be imminent. 

Soffit
A soffit is the non-combustible, fire-retarding underside of a flight of stairs 
that conceals the carriage beams. Years ago, soffits were not required, or they 
could be made of wood wainscoting. These combustible soffit surfaces allowed 
fire to spread on the underside of the stairs. The wooden structural elements 
would burn and collapse quickly because they were not protected or enclosed; 
stairway fires trapped everyone in their apartments and required firefighters to 
place many ladders for rescue. Today, stairway surfaces and undersides must 
be noncombustible or covered with fire-retarding material, all doors leading to 
stairs must be self-closing, and transoms and wire-glass doors are now illegal. 

Treads
A tread is the horizontal step where you place your boot when climbing. This 
should be stone or metal. If it is stone or marble and exposed to heat just 
moments before, it can crack and suddenly collapse when stepped upon, allow-
ing a leg to plunge through the metal frame. If the step is steel and has been 
exposed to heat, it can cause severe burns. Years ago at a fire under a first-floor 
stairway, a firefighter was injured when he ran up the steps to assist a woman on 
the second floor calling for help. The heated stone tread collapsed, and his leg 
plunged through the tread, causing severe burns to his thigh. Knowing how to 
climb stone stairways and today’s bunker pants might reduce this danger.     

Risers
The vertical part of a step, the riser can help a firefighter avoid injury from a 
stone-tread collapse by providing stability. If U-return stair treads or intermedi-
ate landings are cracked or missing, firefighters should position their boots on 
top of the riser to avoid placing weight on the tread or landing. The riser should 
support the foot’s instep. A U-return stair is often built with stone treads and 
landings and a steel frame. The stone components present a collapse danger 
because they are especially vulnerable to flame and heat damage. Fortunately, 
U-return stairs do not have soffits, so they can be sized up easily.
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Handrail/Balustrade
After firefighters size up a stairway, they should check out the stair railing. The 
term balustrade describes an entire handrail system: newel post, balusters 
(sometimes called spindles) and the handrail. A newel post, the decorative post 
at the foot and top of the railing, secures the entire handrail to the stair and 
floors. In vacant buildings, the decorative newel post and the balusters—the 
vertical pieces supporting the stair railing—are often removed by salvagers, 
and this removal weakens the entire stair railing.

Lessons Learned
Stairways are a big part of our work environment. We perform forcible entry, 
launch searches, hook up to standpipes and conduct last-minute equipment 
checks on them. Sometimes we have to precariously balance ourselves on stairs 
while flame and smoke threaten us.

To increase our safety, we must protect stairs with hoselines. Position a 
hoseline between the fire and the stairway to provide an escape path for occu-
pants fleeing a fire. Knowledge of stairway constructions helps us accomplish 
all of the above. 

The stairs can be your lifeline in a burning building, but the truth is, some 
of us don’t know enough about stair construction. When climbing, examine 
the underside of the stair above, and then look down at the treads. Check out 
the soffit above the treads, the risers below, then the railings and stringers. 
After a firefighter determines the type of stairway and its construction, the 
size-up should continue. Check out the carriage beams, soffit, treads, risers 
handrails.  

Chief Vincent Dunn, FDNY (ret.), is a 40-year veteran. He is the 
author of “Collapse of Burning Buildings” (Fire Engineering, 
Revised 2010); “Safety and Survival on the Fireground” (Fire 
Engineering, 1992); “Command and Control of Fires and Emer-
gencies” (Fire Engineering, 2000); and his most recent textbook 
“Strategy of Firefighting” (Fire Engineering 2007). He can be  
contacted at vincentdunn@earthlink.net. Visit him online at 
www.vincentdunn.com.



The St. George Fire Protection District—an independent political 

subdivision of Louisiana—provides fire suppression, rescue, haz-

ardous materials and emergency medical first response to more 

than 100,000 residents in southern East Baton Rouge Parish. The fire district 

serves a predominantly suburban bedroom community south of the City of 

Baton Rouge proper, approximately 60 miles northwest of New Orleans.

The St. George Fire Department (SGFD) has five divisions: Administra-

tion, Information Technology, Special Services, Operations and Prevention. 

Eight fire stations and an administrative/training campus provide service to 

the 75-square-mile district. We respond to more than 8,400 calls annually 

with 143 firefighters and officers staffing eight engine companies, two ladder 

companies, a heavy-rescue company and a hazardous-materials company. 

The SGFD is the second busiest department in metro Baton Rouge, which 

includes eight parishes, and it has the state’s sixth largest call volume.

The St. George Fire Department 
in East Baton Rouge, La., 
refines its command skills 

for Type 4 & 5 events. 

BY BOYD WESTBROOK

PHOTO KELLI ARMANINI
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All responders are cross-trained as firefighters and EMTs. We have 24 
additional personnel who serve as communications officers, fire-prevention 
officers and administrative roles for a total of 167 personnel. SGFD operates 
with all of its neighboring departments through automatic-aid agreements 
in border areas. The department also par-
ticipates in a regional mutual-aid agreement 
that stretches across several parishes.

SGFD began as a volunteer fire depart-
ment in the late 1960s and grew through 
the years into a small combination depart-
ment. In 1998, we successfully passed a 150 
percent increase in the property-tax levy, 
which sparked a fast transition from a combi 
department to fully paid. We soon began 
an aggressive hiring program. By 2001, the 
department had grown from 16 full-time per-
sonnel to more than 100. This tremendous 
expansion required recruiting experienced 
personnel from throughout the Baton Rouge 
and New Orleans areas. However, a state-
mandated Fire & Police Civil Service Law 
strictly mandates a “promote-from-within” 
system based on seniority, which prevents 
outside hiring beyond entry-level positions. 
Due to the unusual nature of SGFD’s growth, 
the department was able to obtain a one-
time waiver to this seniority requirement. 
This allowed SGFD to attract experienced 
personnel from outside departments. The 
resulting staff is a veritable melting pot of 
different fire-department cultures and expe-
riences. When the first 70 to 80 employees 
were hired during the initial growth spurt, 
department leaders told them they were 
walking into a fluid, dynamic environment 
and change would be inevitable as everyone 
worked to build a department of which they 
could be proud. This core group was enthu-
siastic, as they saw the opportunities.

Like most fire departments across the 
United States, the SGFD’s response 
area presents a number challenges: 

1) Similar to most fire departments, 
the vast majority of our call volume is EMS 
based. Subsequently,  Some of our younger 
officers do not have a well-stocked cache  of 
live fire ground experience to fall back on 
when the need arises. This opens the door 
for potential poor decision making when 
good decisions are vital.

2) In the past 20 years, the population has increased by more than 70 
percent, and the department’s call volume has increased by more than 100 
percent. Property values have skyrocketed as well, going up 400 percent. 
Such highly desired real estate has attracted many new developments, 
including two major hospitals, several planned unit developments, major 
retail/lifestyle spaces, a large casino/resort, several hotels, and residential 
developments ranging from large apartment complexes to golf resorts 
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The St. George Fire Department has 
Louisiana state’s sixth largest call volume. 
A relatively young department, SGFD 
protects a 75-square-mile district.
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to multi-million dollar estates. This boon has added more than 15,000,000 
square feet of retail, commercial and medical-complex space to the area, 
as well as more than 30,000 residential units. Part of the population growth 
can be attributed to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 
2005 (see When the Big Winds Blow, pg. 30). These 
powerful storms delivered a devastating one-two 
punch. Katrina, in particular, pummeled the greater 
New Orleans region. More than 30,000 people, 
many dependent on government services, sought 
refuge in East Baton Rouge Parish. It is estimated 
that as many as 100,000 citizens eventually relo-
cated to the area 

3) Our “melting pot” of cultures has presented 
tremendous challenges as well as opportunities. On 
the one hand, it has given the department a chance to 
build from the ground up without the “we’ve always 
done it this way” mentality. On the other hand, every-
one has different ways of accomplishing the same 
objectives, so training has been a huge priority as we 
work to put everyone on the same page. 

Lessons Learned from Two Large Broads
Our department has always prided itself on a rigor-
ous commitment to training (see SGFD Training, 
right). What we learned during our responses to Hur-
ricanes Katrina & Rita, both NIMS Type 1 incidents, 
prompted a closer look at our command readiness for 
NIMS Type 4 and 5 events. The 2005 hurricane season 
taught us the average fire department does not have 
the capability to handle these large-scale catastro-
phes, nor are we expected to do so. During a Type 1, 
2 or 3 incident, our department’s main responsibility 
is to manage the Type 4 & 5 emergencies within those 
larger operations. However, prior to this realization, 
almost all of our incident-command training had been 
geared toward the national ICS system. Although 
some SGFD members participated in local and state 
incident-management teams, we needed to focus our 
training on the events we respond to daily.

We began researching a curriculum that would 
better prepare our officers for these smaller, local 
events. This was a lengthy, inconsistent process, with 
some success and some failure. The time required 
to develop and deliver these types classes was prohibitive, and the subse-
quent training resulted in haphazard scene operations at times. For example, 
many of the classes were based on FEMA’s ICS model—ICS 100, 200, 300. This 
created on-scene confusion as the IC attempted to establish staff positions 
(operations chief, logistics, liaison officer, etc.). These roles are key for very 
large-scale events, but simply created more chaos at the average Type 4 or 5 
incident scene. Further efforts were researched and implemented with similar 
results. 

It’s Blue Card, Cher
In 2010, we discovered the Blue Card Hazard-Zone Management System while 
continuing our search for a suitable command-training program. As most read-
ers know, Blue Card includes a 40-50 hour online training program, a three-day 

SGFD Training
An ongoing focus on readiness 
keeps responders’ skills sharp.

The St. George Fire Department (SGFD) prides itself on 
its training programs and requirements. For example, all 
firefighters are required to have the IFSAC certifications 
Firefighter 1 & 2, Haz Mat Awareness & Operations and 
Driver/Operator. Lieutenants are additionally required 
to have Fire Officer 1, Instructor 1 and Inspector 1 prior 
to sitting for the promotional exam. Fire captains are 
required to have an associate’s degree in fire science prior 
to promoting. District/battalion chiefs are further required 
to have Fire Officer 2 and Instructor 2, and assistant chiefs 
are required to have Fire Officer 3. Ongoing professional 
development includes daily in-station company training, 
weekly trips to the drill field for formal training and medical 
in-service training throughout the year. Another program 
we are initiating is our Promotional Probation Training 
Program. In our civil-service system, the member with 
the most seniority who passes a multiple choice test is 
promoted then placed in a six- to 12-month working test 
period. SGFD’s Promotional Probation Training Program is a 
monthly, non-punitive system for newly promoted officers, 
similar to an assessment center, which focuses on training/
coaching. The program has great potential for our system 
by providing realistic training and coaching for our newly 
promoted officers in lieu of just throwing them in the deep 
end and letting them figure out how to swim.

Additionally, personnel are encouraged to participate 
in programs at various conferences, the Louisiana State 
University Fire and Emergency Training Institute and the 
National Fire Academy in Emmitsburg, Md.
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certification lab that uses realistic simulations to reinforce students’ knowledge, 
and a train-the-trainer component, which certifies individuals to teach Blue Card 
in their own department. Continuing education is offered as well. I enrolled in 
the online course, and it seemed like a simple, easy-to-
understand and affordable curriculum, plus it had a deliv-
ery system that would work well in our department. The 
use of blended learning—online and in the classroom—
allowed personnel to complete much of the certification 
training at their own pace. This was a huge plus. Most 
departments lack the resources to schedule 40–50 hours 
of classroom time for several people. 

Our fire chief, Gerard Tarleton, has been our 
department’s chief since the mid-1980s. He knew our 
command-training efforts had been largely unsuccess-
ful thus far.  With an eye on a better, safer future, Chief  
Tarleton approved funding to enroll all 12 of our line 
chiefs in the online course and to send three person-
nel to Blue Card training centers for instructor certifica-
tion. (In our department, the line chiefs include a chief 
of operations, three assistant chiefs/shift commanders 
and nine district/battalion chiefs.) To gain different per-
spectives, we sent each instructor trainee to a different 
Blue Card training center. District Chief Mike Kowal 
(now retired) went to Clay Fire Territory in South Bend, 
Ind.; Training Officer Tommie Walters went to Loveland-
Symmes Fire Department in Loveland, Ohio; and I went 
to the Olympia Fire Department in Olympia, Wash.

Chief Tarleton also allocated funds to create a com-
mand-training center (CTC) so we could certify our line 
chiefs as instructors once the instructor trainees com-
pleted training. It started simply, with a classroom in our 
existing administration building. We ordered cubicles 
to serve as seven engine and ladder companies—to 
coincide with the units in the Blue Card simulations. The 
district/battalion chief sat at a table in the center of the 
classroom. We used surplus computers with upgraded 
video cards. For communications, we utilized the por-
table radios from participating units plus a few spares. 
As we progressed, we bought inexpensive headsets to 
use with the portables. Setting up a basic yet functional 
CTC is pretty simple and can be affordable even with a 
modest budget.

By the summer of 2011, all 12 line chiefs achieved Blue Card certification 
through our CTC. We rewrote our command procedures to incorporate Blue 
Card’s principles and began to train all our officers in house. 

Command Performance
Soon neighboring departments started noticing a difference in our performance 
during mutual- and automatic-aid calls and while listening to our performance 
on tactical radio channels. Several of these neighboring departments began 
enrolling their personnel in the online classes and became certified through our 
CTC at no cost to them. (To date, we have certified more than 20 personnel from 
outside departments at no cost to them other than the fees charged for the 
online portion). By 2014, all of SGFD’s 36 captains achieved certification, along 
with eight officers from our neighboring departments: East Side Fire Depart-
ment, Central Fire Department, Prairieville Fire Department and District Six Fire 
Department. 

When the Big Winds Blow
The 2005 hurricane season tested 
SGFD’s mettle & proved its resolve.

Although the St. George Fire Protection District did not 
suffer damages on par with other areas of south Louisiana 
during Hurricane Katrina, its call volume increased by more 
than 500 percent in the days following the storm. To better 
respond to the predicted devastation, prior to Katrina’s 
landfall, the SGFD instituted a recall of all personnel and 
maintained that recall for seven days. The day after the 
storm, the SGFD dispatched more than 30 personnel 
and various equipment (boats, engines, etc.) to New 
Orleans, St. Bernard Parish and the north shore of Lake 
Pontchartrain. A few weeks later, SGFD repeated its efforts 
for Hurricane Rita, dispatching personnel and equipment 
to southwest Louisiana around Lake Charles. After the 
2005 Hurricane Season, SGFD completely overhauled its 
hurricane response procedures. Many of them looked 
good on paper but didn’t work in the real world. This has 
resulted in a comprehensive plan with benchmarks in place 
that has since worked well in subsequent hurricane events. 
Some of these benchmarks include specific protocols for 
different times during the season—pre-season readiness, 
for example—or what actions we should take for specific 
incidents, such as when a storm enters the gulf, or when a 
hurricane watch or warning is issued for the Louisiana coast. 
Each of these benchmarks has action items that must be 
addressed by designated personnel. The plan is also further 
segregated by a minor storm event (Tropical Storm through 
Category 2 storm) or a major storm event (Category 3 or 
higher). 
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Our Blue Card program received an addi-
tional boost in 2014 when our long-planned 
administration/training campus was completed. 
It has a four-story tower with a two-story annex 
that houses three burn rooms, three classrooms, 
a driving simulator and a new CTC. The CTC has 
a control center with eight enclosed rooms for 
each operational position. (We added an eighth 
response unit, a rescue, to our CTC simulations to 
better align with our first-alarm response profile.) 
The district/battalion chief operates from one of 
our classrooms across the hall from the CTC. The 
eight enclosed rooms the operational units allow 
us to create a realistic atmosphere. We can add 
sound effects to create a more challenging com-
munications environment that replicates what we 
would encounter on scene. 

In addition, we have eight iPads loaded with 
simulations that our instructors use in the field and 
when assisting neighbors with continuing-educa-
tion opportunities. 

Having the drill tower and the new CTC in such 
close proximity has inspired us to institute Blue 
Card burns, which provide an opportunity for us to 
put our Blue-Card skills into practice. Here’s how it 
works: We set a fire in one of our burn rooms and 
provide a customized Blue-Card simulation on an 
iPad in the first-due engine. The first-in officer (IC) 
provides an initial radio report before complet-
ing a 360 and providing a follow-up report. The IC 
assigns later-arriving units after they Level 1 stage. 
Later, the district/battalion chief arrives, and the IC 
transfers command. The incident continues until 
the fire is under control and an all clear is given. The 
Blue Card Burns allow personnel to perform the 
functions of Blue Card in real time and under the 
real stress encountered on scene: wearing full PPE 
(including SCBA), stretching hoselines, using ther-
mal imaging cameras and other tools. However, 
the drills are conducted in controlled environments 
in controlled situations, allowing for non-punitive 
corrections and learning. 

In 2015, after certifying all 36 captains, Blue 
Card training continued to expand within the 
department as all 36 lieutenants and eight 

personnel who were on the promotion list for 
lieutenant achieved certification. We began train-
ing in our CTC every Saturday morning, which 
ensured that every officer received quarterly Blue 
Card continuing education. In addition, personnel 
in our Communications Division have all taken the 
introductory portion of the online course and par-
ticipate in all CTC simulation trainings and certifi-
cation labs on a rotating basis.

In February 2016, we obtained funding to 
have eight more personnel trained as instructors, 
bringing our total cadre of Blue Card instructors 
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SGFD’s new admin/training campus has a four-story burn building with 
three burn rooms often utilized in tandem with Blue Card simulations.

The new CTC supports a truly immersive experience. The eight 
enclosed rooms allow sound effects to simulate real-life  
communications challenges.  
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to 11. Most of these instructors are operational bat-
talion/district chiefs. This year, we have three certifi-
cation labs scheduled that will include 12 personnel 
from SGFD and 14 from surrounding departments. 
To date, 126 SGFD personnel have either been cer-
tified or are scheduled to be this year, this includes 
all of our line officers, chiefs, captains, lieutenants, 
training officers, and personnel on our promotion 
list for lieutenant. 

Lessons Learned
Blue Card has brought tremendous improvements 
to our hazard-zone management practices. As 
cited earlier, one of our challenges is that we are 
a relatively young department that sees few struc-
ture fires. Our less experienced officers have been 
grateful for the knowledge and confidence the Blue 
Card system provides, and it shows in their on-scene 
management of the hazard zones. The program has 
also standardized our training, ensuring that everyone operates the same way 
on scene. One of our assistant chiefs, Mike Armanini, has been with SGFD 
since the 1980s. He says adopting the Blue Card program has been the big-
gest positive change he has witnessed in his years with the department.

Of course, Blue Card did not fit like a glove here at SGFD; we had to make 
adjustments to meet our needs. For one, we don’t have enough personnel to 
provide aides for the chiefs, so these positions remain solo unless we reach 
greater alarms. Because we dispatch three engines, a ladder, a heavy rescue, 
and a chief on first alarms, we added an eighth operational position—Rescue 
1—to our simulations. To accomplish this in the CTC, we utilize the Engine 3 
simulation for Rescue 1 and delay its arrival so it does not arrive at the same 
time as Engine 3.

One thing we have noticed in regard to obtaining buy-in and building 
proficiency in the system is that members with more experience took a little 
longer to embrace the Blue Card system. We attribute this to the fact that our 
more seasoned personnel have been on the job long enough to develop habits 
and specific ways of doing things. They had to unlearn their previous methods 
before learning the new system. Our less experienced members—many who 
have never been in the front right seat—were starting from scratch. The group 
of eight men who were on the promotional list for lieutenant seemed to have 
the easiest time adopting the curriculum. 

We believe Blue Card will continue to improve our hazard-zone perfor-
mance in the future. We have plans to train all of our personnel once they 
reach five years of service. In addition, all of our personnel, not just those certi-
fied, participate in Blue Card training quarterly and will continue to do so. The 
SGFD is looking forward to the new modules and simulations in development. 
We believe in the system, and we know it works. 

Boyd Westbrook is the chief of operations for the St. 
George Fire Department. He has held that position since 
1998. Prior to that, he had worked for the East Baton 
Rouge Parish Fire Protection District #6 since 1981, the 
last 13 years as fire chief. He has an associate degree in 
fire science and is a past president of the Louisiana Fire 
Chiefs’ Association. He is also a 30-year member of the 
International Association of Fire Chiefs.
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SGFD’s new administration building  
completes the admin/training campus.
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These two incident-command systems needn’t 
compete. In fact, they complement one another.

By Nick Brunacini

Today’s science relies on a pair of theories to explain everything. Ein-

stein’s Theory of General Relativity explains the behavior of large 

objects we can see; things such as planets, fire engines and bumblebees all 

fall under the category of large objects. We use this theory to describe how 

space, time and the visible universe form together to create our reality. This 

law of nature falls apart when studying the tiny bits that make up all those 

planets, fire engines and queen bees. Quantum mechanics is the scientific 

theory humans use to attempt to describe the magic of how the smallest par-

ticles that make up everything can be in two different places at the same time. 

Whoever figures out the theory that explains how the small bits make up the 

big stuff will become the smartest scientist in the history of scientists. 
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Lucky for us, this same dilemma doesn’t exist when it comes to managing 
incident operations. Despite misgivings from a few of the uninformed, the two 
basic management systems the fire service uses to conduct incident opera-
tions play nicely together. NIMS was invented to bring many response agen-
cies together at planetary-sized incident scenes, while the Blue Card Hazard 
Zone Training and Certification system was created to manage the microcosm 
that is the IDLH hazard zone.

FIRESCOPE Begat NIIMS & So On
According to FEMA’s website, the purpose of NIMS 
is to systematically “guide departments and agen-
cies at all levels of government, nongovernmental 
organizations and the private sector” when respond-
ing to large-scale emergency events. A wide variety 
of response agencies operates at the scene of NIMS 
incident operations: fire departments, law enforce-
ment, the Red Cross, churches, the FBI, and hazmat 
and technical-rescue teams. Each of these respond-
ers performs highly specific work, and much of this 
work must be performed in a manner that supports 
the safety and survival of their workers. For example, 
both a police department SWAT team and volun-
teers from a Catholic church might respond to a 
NIMS incident. Both groups will manage their work 
differently. NIMS allows multiple and unique groups 
to function on the scene safely while connecting to 
the larger NIMS organization. 

NIMS Typing
NIMS breaks incidents into five different types (see 
graphic  page). Depending on its size and 
scope, responsibility for managing the different 
incident types falls to one of three parties: federal, 
state or local government. The incident types are 
described in simple terms below, from least to most 
complex. 

Type 4 & 5 Incident Operations
NIMS Type 4 and 5 operations are the least com-
plex and are owned by the local authority hav-
ing jurisdiction (AHJ). Examples of Type 4 and 5 
events include structure fires, car accidents and 
bee stings. There are more than 30,000 local 
fire departments that protect the United States responding to more than 
30,000,000 Type 4 and 5 incidents each year. This includes more than 1,000 
structure fires every day. In the case of Type 4 and 5 events, NIMS gives 
all authority and responsibility to the local AHJ unless and until the event 
devolves into something of a larger scale and requires a larger response. 
Type 3 Incident Operations
Type 3 incident operations fall under state authority. (The states of Califor-
nia, Florida and Texas have the most robust state emergency response sys-
tems because they have the most natural disasters.) Type 3 events include 
incidents where the state is managing incident responders from many com-
munities within state boundaries. In certain cases, an incident can stretch 
across and affect multiple local, state and federal jurisdictions. However, 

NIMS typing. Click here to view document.
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https://training.fema.gov/emiweb/is/icsresource/assets/incidenttypes.pdf
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some state constitutions for-
bid federal operations on state 
land (unless invited). Before the 
feds will commit to deploying 
resources to an incident on state 
land (or other private property), 
the AHJ must cede local control. 
This allows the feds to manage 
the operation and provides a 
funding mechanism that doesn’t 
burden the state and local gov-
ernments with paying for the 
entire operation. 
Type 1 & 2 Incident Operations
NIMS Type 1 and 2 events are 
the most complex and fall under 
federal authority and are always 
the result of Presidential Dec-
laration. The only exception 
is when the state in which the 
incident occurs has the ability 
to manage it—California, Texas 
and Florida are good examples. NIMS Type 1 and 2 events include large 
earthquakes, large forest fires, hurricanes and other natural disasters. A 
NIMS Type 1 incident typically requires more than 1,000 personnel. A Type 
2 incident operation is slightly smaller, but both Type 1 and Type 2 incidents 
extend beyond a local or state government’s capabilities (for most of the 
United States). 

 The important thing to take away from 
this is NIMS follows the government flow of power. 
The feds outrank and support the states, but if a 
federal response comes to town, it’s because the 
governor of that state declaring the emergency 
asked the president for assistance. The state con-
nects the federal effort to where it’s required at the 
local level. 

NIMS: Your Go-To When Big Turds 
Hit Large Fans
As stated previously, NIMS is primarily used to 
manage large incidents (Types 1–3) that require a lot 
of personnel and resources from several agencies, 
communities and organizations. Due to their size, 
scope and the type of resources needed (aircraft, 
heavy equipment, etc.), NIMS incidents require a 
robust infrastructure/logistical capability. (Aside the 
few states mentioned previously, only the federal 
government can manage events of this magnitude.) 

At NIMS events, an incident-management 
team (IMT) oversees the incident’s strategic-level 
requirements. The IMT includes the incident commander (IC), command staff 
and general staff. The IC’s general staff includes several organizational sec-
tions: Logistics, Operations, Planning and Finance/Administration. To coor-
dinate and track the number of resources arriving from different agencies, 
a Base is established for each event. All incident responders and resources 

NIMS Type 1 & 2 incident operations have 
historically been conducted around forest 
fires and fires occurring in the wildland/
urban interface. These events include a 
large aircraft component and responders 
from many agencies and fire departments. 
NIMS operations focus on the forest; Blue 
Card focuses on the trees. 

There were 560 Presidential Disaster  
Declarations between 2000 and 2010. 
These account for much of the Type 1 
& 2 incident ops during that period. In 
this same decade, local fire departments 
responded to more than 250,000,000 Type 
4 & 5 incidents. 
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must check in at Base before the Operations 
Section can dispatch them. The check-in process 
also helps the feds log personnel and resources 
in order to pay/reimburse responding agencies 
at a later date. Logistics and Finance/Admin work 
together to document personnel and equip-
ment, noting when they arrive at Base, how long 
they work and when they check out/de-commit 
from the incident operation. The standard opera-
tional cycle for these types of incident operations 
is typically 12 hours on/12 hours off. Each oper-
ational period begins when the IMT provides 
a briefing of that day’s IAP. Most of the work in 
a NIMS Type 1, 2 or 3 incident operation takes 
place in a warm zone. 

However, not all of the work at a NIMS Type 
1–3 event will occur in the warm zone, and that’s 
where the fire-departments hazard-zone management system (such as 
Blue Card) comes into play. NIMS was not designed to be “scalable.” No 
fire department uses section positions to manage a house fire (with the 
possible exception of the operations section). For decades, “Fire Com-
mand” (Blue Card) has been the default system used to manage IDLH 
incident operations because that’s what it was originally designed to do. 
If an operation must take place within an IDLH atmosphere (any 
position requiring full structural firefighting gear and SCBA) at a 
NIMS Type 1, 2 or 3 incident, that operation must be managed 
using the same principles, SOPs and command training used at 
every other similar incident the fire department responds to daily.  
This includes using the strategic decision-making model, the three-
deep deployment model to maintain rapid intervention capability, 
safe air-management practices and positioning tactical-level bosses, who 
report to a strategically positioned boss. This strategically positioned boss 

then reports into the larger NIMS organization. For example: A structure 
fire erupts in the middle of a major Type 1 earthquake response. The fire 
department responding to that fire would not abandon its well-known and 
well-practiced SOPs and adopt a different set of strategies and tactics sim-
ply because they are now operating under the umbrella of a NIMS Type 1 
event. 

Note: Many fire-service professionals incorrectly believe that if a 
Type 1 or 2 event visits their community, the members of the local fire 
department will fill the IMT’s positions: IC, command staff and general 
staff. This isn’t true. The feds maintain a roster of IMTs to manage NIMS 
Type 1 and 2 operations. The only individuals who manage Type 1 & 2 
incident operations are on that roster. Unless the National Integration 

NIMS Type 1 & 2 incidents require a 
robust logistics capability.

At NIMS events, the IMT oversees incident strategy.

The standard work cycle for large NIMS events is 12 hours on/off.
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Center (NIC) recognizes the locals as members of a Type 1 or 2 IMT, they 
will be on the outside of the command post looking in. Large-scale disasters 
quickly overwhelm the local infrastructure.

NIMS Myths Debunked
NIMS was never designed to be applied to a local 
structural firefighting operation. The book 
“Fire Command,” and later “Command 
Safety,” was originally developed for 
a fire department’s routine, day-
to-day incident activity. It 
aligns perfectly with NIMS. 
We should use both—
NIMS for Types 1, 2 and 
3 and Blue Card for 
any operation where 
firefighters are operat-
ing in an IDLH atmo-
sphere/environment. 
In the event the IDLH 
operation occurs within 
a NIMS Type 1–3 inci-
dent, both systems would 
be used simultaneously. The 
Blue Card operation’s IC will report to the NIMS organizational  
structure, but they will use their day-to-day strategies and tactics to mange 
the Type 4 or 5 event.

Some fire-service professionals prefer using NIMS to manage Type 4 and 
5 incidents because they incorrectly believe NIMS doesn’t require staging. 
They advocate this approach because it allows all task-level units to respond 
directly to the incident scene to take independent action. This is not incident 
command; it’s freelancing. Further, this practice is based on a false notion. 
NIMS has a very robust staging component. According to the FEMA docu-
ment, “Incident Command System Training Review Material,” 

“Effective accountability at all jurisdictional levels and within individual 
functional areas during incident operations is essential. To that end, the 
following principles must be adhered to: 
 Check-In: All responders, regardless of agency affiliation, must report  
in to receive an assignment in accordance with the procedures estab-
lished by the Incident Commander. 
Incident Action Plan: Response operations must be directed and coor-
dinated as outlined in the IAP.”

 Another NIMS misconception is in regard to the use and position of the 
Operations Section chief. Some fire departments advocate the use of the 
roaming operations chief. This position looks exactly like Blue Card’s fast-
attacking company officer IC, except the roaming operations chief 
concept has the “chief in charge” wandering around the incident 
scene supervising the task-level work. It is impossible for the oper-
ations chief to manage the ongoing details of an expanding IAP 
while physically operating inside a burning building. Strategic-level 
bosses do not locate themselves in the IDLH for a reason. It’s a guid-
ing truth in both NIMS and Blue Card. Two additional principles refer-
enced in the above-mentioned FEMA document include: 

“Personal Responsibility: All responders are expected to use good judg-
ment and be accountable for their actions. 
Span of Control: Supervisors must be able to adequately supervise and 

If a structure fire erupts during a NIMS 
Type 1 or 2 event, the fire department 
dispatched to manage the hazard will 
use its standard command system.
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control their subordinates, as well as com-
municate with and manage all resources 
under their supervision.”

It is pretty tough for the IC (e.g. a roaming 
operations chief) to track the position and func-
tion of all incident-scene resources from inside a 
burning building. 

  
Blue Card Is for the IDLH Environment 
Structural firefighting operations occur within 
an IDLH environment. These types of incident 
operations require using a single system that 
merges ICS, strategy and tactics, and firefighter 
safety. The “Fire Command” system was origi-
nally designed to manage NIMS Type 4 and 5 
structural firefighting operations. Its principles 
have been in use since 1975 to manage millions 
of incidents around the world. 

The Blue Card system, based on “Fire Com-
mand,” does two things. 1) It provides the oper-
ational framework a fire department utilizes to 
manage hazard-zone incident operations. 2) It 
provides a standardized training curriculum to 
train the officers who manage the strategic, tac-
tical and task levels of these hazard-zone opera-
tions. It is the same basic system the fire service 
uses to train and certify EMTs and paramedics: 
An individual must successfully possess an EMT 
certification to take a patient’s blood pressure. If 
the individual loses their EMT certification, they 
are off the rig and out of operation until they 
regain their certification. It is bizarre to consider 
that this same individual requires zero hours of 
training to serve in the roll of IC at the scene of 
a structure fire. 

Blue Card includes critiques (or debriefs, 
incident reviews, etc.) after each incident oper-
ation. Because the system is actively reviewed 
following every incident, it has been in a con-
stant state of refinement since its inception. 
Lessons learned can quickly be captured and 
implemented. One of the major benefits of 
certification-based training is the ongoing CE 
requirement to maintain certification. This regu-
larly scheduled training provides the vehicle to 
continuously refine and improve the way we 
manage and deliver service.

In the end, it is not a case of using one sys-
tem or the other; they both are used for entirely different incidents and co-
exist nicely together and support one another. When the IC’s initial resource 
determination is for 100 strike teams (500 engine companies), it’s a NIMS 
operation. When the IC’s resource determination is for three engines and one 
ladder company for a working structure fire, it’s going to be a Blue Card-man-
aged event. If there is an IDLH operation occurring in a NIMS incident, Blue 
Card is used to manage the operation while the NIMS IMT manages the entire 

Safety Orgs Cite Fire Command 
& Command Safety

Another reason NIMS is not ideal for our day-to-day 
Type 4 and 5 events is it does not address structural 
firefighting’s tactical and safety components. Nowhere in 
NIMS is there a mention of risk management, strategy, 
hazard-zone accountability, entry control, air management, 
rapid intervention, firefighter mayday operations or any 
of NIST or UL’s  new science-based tactics. When local 
fire departments look for direction regarding specific 
standards, regulations and requirements pertaining to 
structural firefighting, they do not look to NIMS. Their 
references are the NFPA, OSHA and NIOSH. “Fire 
Command” and “Command Safety” have been recognized 
by these organizations as the definitive system to use when 
managing local structural firefighting operations. These 
books are the foundation of the Blue Card program. 

• The NFPA produced and maintains “NFPA 1561: 
Standard on Emergency Services Incident Management 
System and Command Safety,” and “NFPA 1026: 
Standard for Incident Management Personnel Professional 
Qualifications.” Both of these documents currently apply 
to NIMS Type 1–3 incident operations. Annexes G & H 
of NFPA 1561 provide a condensed overview of “Fire 
Command.” Annex G is titled, “Incident Management 
for the Fire Service on Type 5 or Type 4 Incidents.” 
The NFPA also lists “Fire Command” as a referenced 
publication—I.1.2.5. 

• OSHA lists “Fire Command” as a reference for 
the 1910.120 CFR standard (Click here to see 1910.120 
Appendix D). 

• NIOSH has referenced “Fire Command” or 
“Command Safety” in the appendix of more than 70 
NIOSH line-of-duty-death reports. Two of the most recent 
NIOSH reports, from Houston and Boston, list “Command 
Safety” as one of the main recommendations. To quote 
NIOSH, “Fire departments should ensure that the incident 
commander incorporates ‘Command Safety’ into the 
incident management system.” (To see the Houston and 
Boston reports, click here and here).

https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=STANDARDS&p_id=9769
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/fire/pdfs/face201316.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/fire/pdfs/face201409.pdf
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incident operation from the command post. The graphic above describes the 
differences between the two systems. 

For more info on Blue Card, click here. For more info on NIMS, click here.    

Nick Brunacini joined the Phoenix Fire Department 
(PFD) in 1980. He served seven years as a firefighter 
on different engine companies before promoting to 
captain and working nine years on a ladder com-
pany. Nick served as a battalion chief for five years 
and in 2001, he was promoted to shift commander. 
He then spent the next five years developing and 

teaching the Blue Card curriculum at the PFD’s Command Training Center. His 
last assignment with the PFD was South Shift commander; he retired from the 
department in 2009. Nick is the author of “B-Shifter—A Firefighter’s Memoir.”  
He also co-wrote “Command Safety.”

http://www.bshifter.com/bcmd_ProgramOverview.aspx.
https://www.fema.gov/national-incident-management-system.
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Positive pressure ventilation (PPV) are words that make some firefighters 
cringe and others light up. We all have seen those “PPV attack gone 
wrong” videos, and many of us have fired up the fan during overhaul 

and realized pretty quickly where we hadn’t overhauled very well. However, 
fire departments in many parts of the country successfully use PPV for fire 
attack, and studies have shown the benefits of pressurizing stairwells for high-
rise firefighting operations. In my part of the country, we don’t use PPV on 
initial attack; we tend to use it during the overhaul phase or, more commonly, 
on our frequent pan-on-the-stove runs. 

To give you a point of reference, 18” or 21” direct-drive, 
gas-powered blowers are two of the most common mid-range 
fans on the market. Usually powered by a Honda or Briggs & 
Stratton engine, you can expect these fans to produce approxi-
mately 15,000 CFM to 20,000 CFM (cubic feet per minute). They 
weigh between 85 and 90 pounds, usually requiring a two-per-
son lift to get them out of the compartment, and cost about 
$2,000. Tried, true and tested, these workhorses are probably 
sitting on one of your rigs as you read this.

Alternative Power
There are some new products that make the ventilation part 
of the PPV process much more firefighter friendly. Electric and 
even battery-operated fans greatly increase their practicality 
and ease of use. Two fans that we have had good results with are the 16” elec-
tric RAM FAN and the much newer, battery-operated BH-20 Blowhard Fan, 
which can also be plugged into an electrical outlet (See Image 1). 

Our department borders a large college campus with its own fire depart-
ment, which we work with regularly. Our districts are full of apartments, resi-
dence halls and townhomes packed with millennials who have difficulty many 
days popping popcorn, cooking frozen pizzas or stir-frying ramen noodles. 
These “cooking miscues” mean we run a lot of smoke-charged hallways.   

The challenge on these incidents is clearing the smoke from the long hall-
ways without filling them with carbon monoxide (CO) in the process. Electric 
or battery-powered fans are great for this purpose.

The RAM FAN comes in at 67 pounds and can produce almost 12,000 
CFM. It costs slightly less than a comparable gas-powered fan. Variable speed 
control allows you to adjust the fan speed, and we leave it connected to a 
pigtail that allows us to plug it into a wall outlet or an apparatus-mounted 
generator. (See Image 2). We carry two of these fans on our truck company. 
If you have a large area or long hallway, they can be used together to move 
some serious air. One of the main advantages to this setup is that it produces 
zero emissions. The advent of smaller air-monitoring devices has made us as 
a service much more cognizant of the air around us. I can recall one incident 

It’s Electric!
New fuel options offer greater 
flexibility for PPV operations.
BY CHRIS MARTIN

Image 1

Image 2
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when we were ventilating a large auditorium. Our gas-powered fans were gen-
erating high levels of CO, creating a greater hazard as we worked to remove 
the smoke after a fire. The RAM FAN can be deployed anywhere in the build-
ing without this concern.  

Taking this concept to the next level is the 20” Blowhard Fan. It is pow-
ered by a lithium-ion battery that can last 20-80 minutes per charge and has 
an optional plug. CFM will be about the same, and this unit weighs only 
50 pounds. The Blowhard has a rapid setup time. It folds compactly, taking 
about half the space of a traditional PPV fan, and comes with a carrying strap 
so one firefighter can carry it easily (See Image 3). However, this fan costs 
a bit more—about $3,000. However, its size and usefulness might make the 
upcharge worth it.

These are just two examples of alternatives to traditional ventilation fans. 
However, they might not be an alternative for large blowers that give you 
the beaucoup CFM necessary for high-rise staircases.  Consider how you are 
using your PPV on a regular basis, and I think you will find these are a good 
addition to your operations. Call your local equipment distributor and ask for 
a demonstration of what is on the market.  There is a wide variety of fans and 
manufacturers out there. See what is the best for you! 

Chris is a B Shifter who works for Clay Fire Territory in South 
Bend, Ind. He serves as an engine company captain and a 
field-training officer. He also is the department’s research 
and development coordinator.  He has a degree in market-
ing from the University of Notre Dame and will not purchase 
anything without first reading several online reviews. Chris 
can be reached at cmartin@clayfd.com.

 

Image 3
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Three cars sit at an intersection, tangled in what appears 
to be a single heap of torn scrap metal. Wide-eyed 
drivers slowly pass, catching a horrific glimpse of the 

wreckage. In the foreground, they see ecstatic firefighters 
high-fiving, smiling and joking around. Unbeknown to the 
public, the firefighters just performed an extremely difficult 
extrication. They should be happy. Thanks to their efforts, no 
one died or suffered critical injuries. They were extremely suc-
cessful and saved three people. It’s a great feeling, and they 
should be proud.

When I began my fire-service career in 1987, no one routinely 
carried video recorders. They were bulky and awkward—the 
equivalent of carrying a 20-pound sack of dog food on your 
shoulder. Back then, digital cameras didn’t exist. Film cameras 
were the only option, and most people took their time set-
ting up the perfect shot so as not to waste expensive film. 
Social media wasn’t even a term! The internet? What 
the hell was that?

Fast forward to 2016. Everyone has smart phones, 
which snap pictures, film videos, instantly connect us 
to social media and, in the blink of an eye, to the entire 
world. We have become a “push the button and share” 
society. The more often we push the button, the more 
interesting stuff we might capture and be able to share 
with anyone we choose.

Perception Matters
In a fire crew’s everyday working world, which for the most 
part is in public view, we define the hazard zone. We know 
the boundaries. We know when an emergency is no longer an 
emergency, even if the scene looks just like it did when we ini-
tially arrived. To the untrained eye—the general public watching 
from a distance—that emergency is still happening.

After a job, we tend to relax a little as we exit the scene. This 
might include joking around with each other or catching up with on-
scene co-workers we haven’t seen for a while. While working within 
the hazard zone, we do our best to be and appear stoic, determined, 
confident, focused, caring and professional. Once things wind down? Not 
so much. That is when, given the wrong timing and circumstance, we can 
find ourselves in an awkward situation.

When we are in our rhythm in the hazard zone, we tend to enjoy the 
independence of our own perspective up until the very end. We never 
intend to de-humanize a situation, nor to show judgment in any way. We don’t 

See, Snap, Share.
Social media makes it all too easy for spectators 
to broadcast our on-scene behaviors.   
BY DAVID HAAG

Your on-scene actions—good and bad— 
can be uploaded to the internet in less 
than 10 seconds.
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mean to chuckle visibly about some random thought 
in the face of pandemonium. However, there is a win-
dow of time as the incident subsides when we might 
inadvertently display certain body language or facial 
expressions, which the public can misinterpret. There 
are plenty of times when we let down our guard while 
still in the public eye: Car accidents where all patients 
have been transported from the scene; medical-
aid calls after the patient has been loaded into the 
ambulance; structure fires when we are in the over-
haul stage but there is still a lot of smoke. (When the 
public sees smoke, the building is still on fire.) 

See Who’s Seeing You
Incidents have a beginning, middle and end. No mat-
ter where you are in the span of an incident, in the 
public’s eyes, there is still an emergency happening. 
That perception does not end even when you grab 
the truck’s door handle to hop in and head out. It only 
ends when we are no longer visible on that scene. 

Relaxing after an event’s climax is healthy and 
necessary. But how do we keep from breaking into a 
mischievous smile or laughing out loud when, dur-
ing rehab, we suddenly feel like taking the meat out 
of a fellow firefighter’s sandwich, not knowing the 
family who just lost their pet cat is in clear view, cry-
ing across the street?

It’s easy. Situational awareness! As company 
officers (I hope line firefighters are reading this 
too), we are trained in the importance of situational 
awareness, which means staying aware of our sur-
roundings in the hazard zone. We accomplish this 
by performing 360s, choosing a strategy, making a 
plan to get our crew in and out safely, re-evaluat-
ing and staying aware of conditions on the inside,  
getting our job done correctly, and going home 
feeling proud of our work. However, situational 
awareness is just as important outside the hazard 
zone. Before you allow yourself or your crew to relax 
on scene, take a look around and notice who might 
be watching you.

Reputation: Hard Won & Easily Lost
Previous generations of firefighters developed our 
craft, blazed a trail and left town, leaving us at the 
helm. They earned the public’s support and respect 
by regularly changing from Clark Kent to Superman 
and then back again. They rose to become America’s 
heroes, not just by the work they performed but by 
the respectful way they did it. These predecessors 
gifted us with this unusual public trust that still exists 
today. We continue to earn it. Every day. But we did 
not have to create it out of nothing like they did. 
We are stewards of their legacy. We are expected 
to preserve it, perhaps even improve it and pass it 
on to the next generation. I know we will because 

The Good News
Public views firefighters as 
trustworthy problem-solvers.

It’s not just the general public 
that takes an interest in us; the 
media do as well. I recently 
sat down with Karen Devine, 
a well-respected, seasoned 
news anchor with KESQ Chan-
nel 3 in Southern California. 
Devine has been in the news business for more than 25 years 
and was happy to discuss the work we do from the media 
and the public’s perspective. She also offered some advice 
for those of us who are often in the public eye. Though you 
couldn’t think of any two more different professions, fire-
fighters and news anchors have the spotlight in common.

When asked how she thinks the public perceives 
firefighters today, Devine suggested the public views us 
in a very positive light, saying they believe we are highly 
trained, “like the military,” and it is well known we have 
the solutions to almost everyone’s problems when called 
upon to assist. 

On the flip side, should one of us disgrace the badge 
by committing an unlawful or abhorrent act, we shouldn’t 
expect leniency based on our good reputations or the 
respect we have earned. “Firefighters are expected to be 
role models, trustworthy, and non-scandalous,” Devine 
says. “They are placed upon a pedestal by the general 
public. A firefighter willfully breaking that code of conduct 
is highly unusual. Based on breaking those principles, most 
reporters would tend to hit [that story] hard.” She added 
that most media are not looking for negative stories about 
firefighters. Like the public, they want to see us as the 
good guys. 

As a news anchor who is on camera every day, Devine 
has developed several subconscious habits that help her 
maintain a professional demeanor at all times. I asked her 
what firefighters could do to help foster and maintain the 
public’s positive perception. Her advice? Wherever  we 
are, be it the grocery store or just walking down the street 
in uniform, we should smile, nod and make eye contact 
with people. At all times, if someone smiles at us first, we 
should smile back! A smile from a public figure, such as 
a firefighter, is extremely powerful. It might easily change 
someone’s day from bad to good. 

—D.H.

Karen Devine
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by nature, we are true professionals who love and respect our craft and all it 
has to offer. 

The challenge a fire company faces in this fast-paced, technological world 
is that unlike 15 years ago, we are always being observed, photographed and 
recorded from the moment we roll out until we return to quarters. This isn’t 
done in a malicious or bad way, it’s just that most people on the planet have 
access to technology. They all want to catch something cool on video to enjoy 
later and share—so do we. The nature of our work provides excellent mate-
rial. It’s a natural marriage: an exciting topic and a highly interested audience. 
Not to mention, most of the work we do is right out there where anybody can 
observe. To quote one of my colleagues, Lt. Jerry Hall: “It’s like the public is 
watching TV, and we are what’s on.” 

Therefore, it is incumbent on company officers to remind new and exist-
ing firefighters that once they put on the uniform and step out in public, they 
become the face of their fire department. This is not just on incidents. This 
includes going to the grocery store, training, driving, etc. 

The public counts on us to solve their problems. They entrust us with per-
sonal and medical knowledge they would not easily share with anyone else. 
We need to maintain constant awareness of this trust and not abuse it. Com-
pany officers must have discussions with their crews about what is legally and 
morally acceptable information to share. Social media, smart phones, texting 
and email have changed the way we disseminate information. By watching 
our expressions, guarding emotion until the proper time, and not behaving 
in ways the public can misinterpret, we will enjoy our hard-earned public trust 
and respect so we can continue to assist them as much as we possibly can. 

Lt. David Haag has been with the Olympia (Wash.) Fire 
Department since 1987.  He has been a company officer for 
21 years and occasionally serves as a battalion chief. David 
has been a certified Blue Card instructor since 2011. In his 
spare time, he enjoys teaching at Olympia’s regional CTC, 
boating with his wife and two kids on the Puget Sound, and 
golfing. Reach David at david.haag@comcast.net.
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On Jan. 28, 1986, the Space Shuttle Challenger exploded 73 seconds into 
liftoff. The initial launch date for mission STS-51-L had been planned for 
Jan. 22, but due to weather concerns at the launch pad and the abort 

landing site and micro-switch problems, the flight was delayed. Well before the 
launch, the solid rocket booster manu-
facturer had expressed concerns about 
the O-rings under normal circumstances. 
Although the manufacturer had begun to 
redesign the rings and connections, they 
considered the issue an acceptable flight 
risk and believed flights could continue.
On the morning of Jan. 28, temperatures 
at Kennedy Space Center were 18 F—21 
degrees lower than the “redline” tem-
perature of 39 F considered safe for the 
O-rings. The coldest prior launch tem-
perature had been 54 F. The day before 
the launch, NASA and the rocket-booster 
manufacturer had discussed the weather 
forecast, as well as concerns about the 
low temperature and how it would affect 
the O-rings. Originally, the manufacturer 
supported its engineers’ recommendation 
to postpone the launch, but after NASA 
expressed their concerns and opposed a 
delay, the decision was reversed and the 
shuttle launch occurred as planned. Just 
59 seconds into the launch, a plume was 
seen coming from the right booster, with flame impinging on the external tank. 
Only 14 seconds later, Challenger exploded.

In January 2009, two career firefighters died after falling from an elevated 
aerial platform during a training exercise. The department was familiarizing per-
sonnel with a newly purchased 95-foot mid-mount aerial platform truck. A group 
of four firefighters was standing in the aerial platform, which was raised to the 
roof of an eight-story dormitory at a local college. The platform became stuck 
on the concrete parapet wall at the top of the building. During attempts to 
free the platform, the top edge of the parapet wall gave way, the aerial ladder 
sprang back from the top of the building and then began to whip violently back 
and forth, ejecting two firefighters from the platform. They fell approximately 83 
feet to the ground and died from their injuries. Among others, NIOSH made the 
following recommendations:

• Ensure firefighters are fully familiar with new equipment before training 
under “high-risk scenarios.”

• Ensure fall protection is used whenever firefighters and other personnel 
are working in elevated aerial platforms.

Deviant Behavior
Shortcuts & a lax attitude can become the 
norm with devastating consequences.
BY DANIEL DAWE

The Space Shuttle Challenger 
tragedy can be attributed, in  
part, to faulty risk assessment.
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• Follow standard operating procedures for training, including the des-
ignation of a safety officer.

 
In both of the above scenarios, people chose to follow a path different than 
what was considered the norm. With regard to the Challenger disaster, it had 
been known since the early 1980s that there was an issue with the O-rings, yet 
shuttle launches continued without any changes or improvements. In regard 
to the firefighter training accident, firefighters had repeatedly not worn fall 
protection while training on the new aerial. In both cases, standard practices 
had been ignored, without any negative effect, prior to these tragic events. 
This created what is known as a normalization of deviance—a phenomenon 
in which individuals or teams repeatedly accept a lower standard of perfor-
mance, without any negative effects, until that lower standard becomes the 
norm.
The question, of course, is how does this apply to and affect the safety of our 
members? Every morning, our crews come to work and check their assigned 
piece of apparatus. Some crews work at busy stations and roll on multiple 
incidents during the shift, using various pieces of equipment. Other crews 
work at slower stations where the rigs go out less often or, on some days, not 
at all. Regardless of how busy a crew or piece of apparatus is, we still require 
the crew to check its rig. What happens when a crew determines it does not 

need to check out its truck because it didn’t go anywhere the previous shift, or 
only responded on calls that didn’t require equipment or gear? If this happens 
once with no ill effects—all the equipment was present and worked appropri-
ately—then it is looked upon as “no harm, no foul.” Because everything was 
there, and nothing bad happened, why not let it go another day without actu-
ally checking things out? Eventually, not checking out the apparatus becomes 
the new norm, and we just go along with that norm—until something bad hap-
pens. We arrive on the scene of an MVA with a critically injured driver pinned 
by the car’s door, and the Jaws won’t start. We arrive at a medical emergency 
with difficulty breathing and the oxygen tank is almost empty. Or we send 
crews in for an interior attack and suffer a partial collapse, only to learn that 
half the air packs had 50 percent or less remaining air.

Are these rather extreme examples? Sure they are. So, let’s consider 
something a little more plausible. I work in a community with many homes 
and senior- and assisted-living facilities equipped with fire-alarm systems. As 
a result, we frequently respond to automatic fire alarms and are either can-
celed en route or upon arrival because the system accidentally activated due 
to a careless cook or some type of system malfunction. It would be easy to 
approach these responses with a laid-back attitude: not gearing up, not grab-
bing irons, not responding emergently, not positioning trucks at standpipes, 
etc. However, what about the times you arrive at one of these alarms and find 
smoke in the building, a fire in a concealed space or a working fire in the base-
ment? In April 2008, our department responded to yet another fire alarm in a 
senior-citizen apartment. Upon arriving, the initial officers made entry to check 
the alarm system and meet with the staff, who reported that nothing had been 
found. It looked like another accidental set-off, and the additional responding 
crews were canceled. Shortly into their investigation, however, officers discov-
ered smoke in the building, and all responding crews were called back. Crews 
quickly discovered fire in the confined space between the floors in one of the 
boiler rooms. They successfully evacuated more than 200 residents and kept 

We do not put SOGs/SOPs in place as recommendations to follow only when 
someone is watching, but rather as a way to keep our members safe at all times.
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the fire isolated to the original building within the interconnected complex. 
How would this have played out had crews assumed this was just another false 
alarm and did not respond prepared? 

Safe Passages is about safety. How does the concept of normalization of 
deviance apply to safety? The way we operate in the fire service, especially in 
the hazard zone, is largely based upon a set of standard operating guidelines 
(SOGs) or procedures (SOPs). These sets of rules provide a standardized, and 
usually well-thought-out, way of doing our jobs. By following these rules, we 
ensure the safest possible outcome. This does not mean we cannot change 
them if we find a better way to do things, but until that time, we must follow 
them. We do not put SOGs/SOPs in place as recommendations to follow only 
when someone is watching, but rather as a way to keep our members safe at 
all times. I’m sure we have all considered deviating from those SOGs/SOPs 
from time to time, but we have to resist that temptation. I will paraphrase 
something I read a while back: The people who write our guidelines and pro-
cedures have usually done the job we do now. They know what we are tasked 
with doing. Deviating from these standards exposes us to not only higher risk, 
but also unacceptable risk. If you believe the standards are inadequate, rather 
than simply deviating from them, do the research to show why a change would 
make things safer. Work through the process of making the changes in the 
appropriate manner, and then train on the new guidelines.  

It is said that practice makes perfect, but that is only true if the practice is 
perfect. I once had a teacher in high school say, “Once is an accident, twice 
is a coincidence, three times is a habit.” Make your habits good ones by fol-
lowing the existing rules and procedures. They are there for your safety and 
the safety of your people. If we make deviance from the accepted standards 
abnormal, our safe return home at the end of the shift will become the norm. 

Daniel Dawe has been in the fire service for 30 plus years, 
serving with the West Bloomfield (Mich.) Fire Depart-
ment for the past 28. He has worked his way up through 
the ranks and is a shift commander. Dan has attended 
the National Fire Academy on multiple occasions, served 
as co-chair of Michigan’s OSHA advisory committee to 

update the fire safety standard, and is a Blue Card instructor. Reach him at 
iaff1721@sbcglobal.net.
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Wildlife experts will tell you the hippopotamus is one 
of the most  formidable creatures in the animal 
kingdom. Known for attacking humans on boats 

and on land—often without provocation—it’s hard to imagine 
a softer, sweeter side to these brutish river-dwellers.

Leave it to a charming Texas town to tame a savage beast 
and adopt it as an adored symbol of community pride. The 
City of Hutto, 30 miles northeast of Austin, boasts more than 
2,000 concrete hippos. It’s true. You’d be hard-pressed to find 
a citizen, organization or business that doesn’t have a glorious 
hippo to greet guests and customers, or at the very least, a 
hippo figurine in the family room.

“They are all very eclectic,” says Fire Chief Scott Kerwood 
with Hutto Fire Rescue (HFR). “We have Henrietta the Hippo, 
the [14,000-pound] mascot downtown at the historical marker, 
and one business has daddy, mama and baby hippos. Every-
one likes painting their hippos in unique ways.”

Local lore says Hutto’s love affair with the hippo began some-
time in the early 1900s, when the circus came to town. The big 
top’s train stopped only briefly in Hutto, but it was just enough 
time for a hippo—the star of the show, no doubt—to make its 
escape. “It got off the train and wandered toward the creek, as 
hippos do,” says Chief Kerwood. “They had to radio a warning to 
other incoming trains, ‘Stop Trains. Hippo loose in Hutto!’”

Since then, the hippo has been the town’s beloved mascot, 
a source of civic unity. “They bring to people a sense of pride, 
community and belonging,” Chief Kerwood says. “I came in 2009 
and was just fascinated as to how everybody clung to the idea of 
being a hippo. But it didn’t take me long to become a hippo, too. 
Folks know who the hippos are—especially in Texas—they know if 
it’s hippos, it’s Hutto.”

Hutto High School, home of the Hustlin’ Hippos, displays an 
imposing 1,000-pound statue to give opponents a good idea of 
what’s coming. Yahoo Sports has even named the school’s mascot 
the best in the state more than once. That’s nice, but B Shifter has 
taken a shine to HFR’s “dalhippo” because it’s spotted and wears 
a cool helmet. You’d think the department would have to replace 
that hippo headgear on a regular basis, but like the cows of India, 
the hippos of Hutto are sacred. “It sits right out in front of the fire 
station,” Chief Kerwood says. “Every now and then we have to 
replace the helmet due to weather, but we have never had that 
helmet stolen, and it’s just held on with a normal chin strap.”  

Hippos Loose in Hutto!
Central Texas town enjoys big community 
pride thanks to concrete herd. 
BY B SHIFTER STAFF

In 2011, Hutto Fire Rescue’s hippo design won second 
place in a “Spruce Up Your Hippo” campaign that was 
part of the town’s 100th anniversary celebration.

Although they ended up being cost-prohibitive, Chief 
Kerwood once had Christmas ornaments made to 
resemble the department’s hippo mascot.

Hippos are available at Lowe’s through the Hutto  
Chamber of Commerce. They range in size and price. 
Hutto High School’s hippo weighs 1,000 pounds. 
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Canopy-Cab  
Mack 85LS1112 
This ample-bodied, post-war pumper seats seven.
INFORMATION & PHOTOS COURTESY PAT MCMAHON, PORTLAND FIRE & RESCUE

This hulking beast of a Mack started its fire-service 
journey in 1947 with Indiana’s oldest fire company: 
Fair Play Fire Company No. 1, aka the “Ones,” in  

Madison. Purchased directly from Mack for the (then-hefty) 
sum of $10,888.66, the beefy pumper was truly special. In the 
years immediately following World War II, U.S. manufacturing 
didn’t resume to its pre-war pace. The folks at Fair Play had a 
tough time acquiring their new rig. It finally arrived on August 
6, and it wasn’t a moment too soon. The fire company expe-
rienced a surge of new members as soldiers returned from 
the war. The big Mack served the Ones until the Sixes pur-
chased it in 1969 for $2,500. Today, this restoration work-in-
progress lives in the greater Portland area with its owners, Pat 
and Raina McMahon, who bought it in 2004. “I haven’t done 
much to it, “ Pat says. “It hauls Santa in the winter and gets 
me ice cream in the summer.” What more could you want?
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Spec Check
1947 Mack 85LS1112

• 707 cubic inch 213 BHP Thermodyne gas engine
• 750 GPM Hale ZD-10, two-stage, centrifugal pump
• 5-speed forward transmission
• I-beam reversed Elliot front axle
• Full-floating, single-reduction rear axle
• Worm & Roller steering gear
• 172-inch wheelbase
• Seven-man sedan-style canopy cab
• Original owner: Fair Play Fire Company No. 1  

(Madison, Ind.)
• Current owners: Pat & Raina McMahon

Do you have a gorgeous restored 
emergency vehicle? Tell us about 
it! Please e-mail us a brief write-

up that describes how you acquired the 
vehicle, what you’ve done to restore it and 
its original and current specs. We need  
several before and after pictures to help tell 
the story, so please include jpgs. Send your 
submissions to mgarrido1@comcast.net,  
writing “Rear Axle” in the subject line. 
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